 Sumburgh Post. The text is based

on information collected from
research into the duties of the ROC
volunteers in the event of nuclear
attack; glow-in-the-dark yarn is
suggestive of radiation.

LUMINATE IS AN ANNUAL

CELEBRATION OF OUR CREATIVITY AS WE
AGE. THIS NATIONWIDE FESTIVAL INCLUDES

ACTIVITIES BY AND FOR OLDER PEOPLE,

AS WELL AS EVENTS THAT APPEAL
TO PEOPLE ACROSS THE GENERATIONS.
Launched in 2012, Luminate works with artists,
cultural organisations and communities across
Scotland, offering a wealth of enjoyable experiences
that prove that creativity has no age!
In 2013 we invited artists to put forward proposals
for commissions, and we were excited to receive
a proposal for Recount from Roxane Permar and
Susan Timmins. The idea of exploring the memories
of members of the Royal Observer Corps (ROC) in
Shetland, and using these conversations to inspire
three innovative pieces of art located at Cold War
bunkers, was striking. I am absolutely thrilled that
Luminate was able to support this project.
I was very privileged to visit Shetland during Luminate.
It was a fleeting visit as the festival takes me the length
and breadth of Scotland each October, but I was able
to see two of the three artworks, and attend one of
the public events. The chance to meet people who
were ROC volunteers was fascinating, and I enjoyed

hearing about people’s experiences and learning
about aspects of the Cold War about which I knew
very little. I remember only too well the fear that the
Cold War instilled in people, and the commitment of
ROC volunteers to protect us all was inspiring.
There were over 380 activities across Scotland during
Luminate 2013, ranging from workshops in care
homes to performances in professional arts venues.
However for me Recount was particularly special.
Working with Roxane and Susan, meeting some
of the people who contributed to the project, and
seeing the stunning creative works that the project
had inspired, made my visit to Shetland - and to
Recount - one of the highlights of the festival for me.
Anne Gallacher
Director, Luminate
November 2013

 Susan Timmins and Gwen

 Detail of Entry Shaft, Walls Post.

Jamieson, the last Chief Observer
at the Walls Post. Former ROC
volunteers were tracked down
through a process of word-of-mouth.

By using textiles and sound in the
artworks there was no damage to
the historic sites.

RECOUNT IS THE SECOND
PROJECT IN OUR ON-GOING SERIES OF ARTWORK

ABOUT SHETLAND’S ROLE IN THE COLD WAR.

In our first project, Countdown, we filmed and photographed
the former RAF operations block and bunker at Saxa Vord in
Shetland, once part of NATO’s Early Warning Radar System.
Our interest in Cold War bunkers in Shetland led us to the Royal
Observer Corps. Recount features both the ROC bunkers
which were in use from 1960 to 1991 and the volunteers who
were trained to monitor radiation in the event of a nuclear
attack from the Soviet Union.

of nuclear war and radioactive fallout. We gained huge respect
for their commitment and sense of public duty to the people
of Shetland. The four Shetland Posts, Sumburgh, Walls,
Lerwick and Voe, tended to be staffed by volunteers who lived
in the vicinity. Interestingly the Voe Post is nearer to Mossbank
but apparently at the first recruitment meeting most of the
volunteers were from Voe, so thereafter it was known as the
Voe Post.

Recount was multi-layered. The project comprised interviews
with former ROC volunteers, sound recordings of these
interviews for the Internet and two bunker sites; public events
at each of the four locations where there were ROC posts; a
temporary display at The Shetland Museum and Archives which
introduced the project to the general public and artworks for
each of Shetland’s remaining ROC Posts.

Training exercises formed an important part of the volunteers’
experience as they were required to operate technical
equipment and liaise with the wider ROC network. They took
part in training exercises which simulated real events. Many of
the volunteers we interviewed shared fond memories of their
trips to the Mainland for more intensive training.

The Shetland ROC Posts were part of a national network of
just over 1500 bunkers. With the intensification of the Cold
War, the Ministry of Defence initiated an intensive drive to build
new ROC Posts throughout the country to serve as a base for
the Observer Corps’ civilian volunteers to monitor radiation as
well as warn the local population. The Shetland Posts were
abandoned in 1991 when the ROC was disbanded. Three
Posts survive: Sumburgh, Voe and Walls.
Our interviews with the volunteers drifted from fuzzy
memories to amusing and fond recollections of people,
ordinary details or philosophical discussions about the threat

The ROC sites are significant relics of the Cold War. They
are artefacts of archaeological value which contribute to the
historic dimension of Shetland’s living landscape and cultural
and historic identity, highlighting the important strategic role
Shetland played throughout the Cold War period. It is timely to
address this subject matter while those who lived through it can
give firsthand accounts of their experience and perceptions so
that they can be collected, preserved and shared with younger
generations.
Roxane Permar and Susan Timmins

 Voe Post. Freya Inkster and Susan

 Davy Inkster designed and made

Timmins discuss the bunker layout.

the waterproof boxes to hold the
sound kit which played excerpts of
interviews with ROC volunteers.

 Eric Stewart knitted each pattern

on the 7-gauge Shima Seiki machine
at the Textile Facilitation Unit in
Shetland College, University of the
Highlands and Islands.

Every component of
each Post had to be
carefully measured in
order to work out how
much yarn to order.
Sketchbook pages
Roxane Permar (left) &
Susan Timmins (right).
 Sandra Johnson and Roxane

 Detail

Permar double checking
measurements.

of the
linking
process

 Sandra Johnson linked the
individual pieces for each cover,
thirteen for each one.

Each cover needed to be stitched
into place.
 A range of colour samples were

knitted up and tested at each site
in order to make final yarn choices.
Voe Post.

ROYAL
OBSERVER
CORPS(ROC)

POSTS

IN SHETLAND
1960-1991



Voe Post



Walls Post



Lerwick Post

 Sumburgh Post

Andy Robertson’s
photo of fellow
ROC volunteers
at Training Camp
on the Mainland.
Courtesy The
Cabin

Robbie Arthur
brought his Long
Service Medal to
his interview.

Courtesy The Shetland Times

BUNKER STORIES:

EXCERPTS FROM INTERVIEWS

WITH ROC VOLUNTEERS
Most of the interviewees speak Shetland Dialect. In speaking with Roxane Permar and Susan Timmins during each interview,
they spoke in English with occasional words and phrases in Shetland Dialect. For the sake of consistency the excerpts have
been edited from the interview transcripts to be consistently in English.
in it for roughly twenty years.
““II was
started off as an Observer and
went into Leading Observer and
then Chief Observer to end up
with. I enjoyed the post life and the
comradeship of the other people
in it.

”

PETER BLANCE, VOE POST
were there because of what
““We
could maybe take place in a
 Peter Blance and Margaret Fraser, Voe Public Hall

was 1960 when I joined the Royal
““ItObserver
Corps. The post, known

were encouraged to join
““Women
the ROC. It wasn’t looked on as

as Voe Post, hadn’t been built
then. But they recruited four of us
initially who went into this Post. We
started off in Inverness as Group
30, and then they realised that we
didn’t have much connection with
Inverness, so they switched us to
be Group 29 Aberdeen.

a male thing. I was originally at
the Lerwick Post, and then, due
to lack of Observers, I went to
Sumburgh. I was there right until it
was disbanded.

PETER BLANCE, VOE POST

”

KATHLEEN BALFOUR,
LERWICK & SUMBURGH
POSTS

nuclear war. We did our bit, but
thank God it didn’t happen.

”

GWEN JAMIESON,
LERWICK AND WALLS POSTS

”

joined the ROC in the late eighties,
““Iresponding
to an advert in The
Shetland Times. I found it quite an
interesting experience. I wasn’t in
the ROC for that long because it
disbanded in the 1990’s.

FRANK HAY, VOE POST

”

feet by nine feet and about
““Twelve
eight feet high, a reasonable height,
and it wasn’t damp. Access was a
steep ladder.

”

FRANK HAY, VOE POST
Voe post was built in roughly
““The
1960. They blasted a hole out on

 Gillian Spanswick, Peter Blance, Arthur Grains, Frank Hay and Peter Robinson,

ROC volunteers at the Voe Post, Voe Public Hall

top of the hill and built the post
down. It was a very dry post as it
was in rock.

PETER BLANCE, VOE POST

definitely couldn’t have been
““You
claustrophobic because it was

was nothing in the Post at
““There
all. There was no water in it. You

a solid metal roof. The hatch
used to come down, and of
course you were down under the
ground, enclosed.

had to carry all the water in with
jerry cans. There was a whole
stash of them under the ladder.
Hauling it all up; hauling it all back;
everything in, everything out.

”

KATHLEEN BALFOUR,
LERWICK & SUMBURGH
POSTS

 Photos and memorabilia loaned

by Colin Ganson and Gwen
Jamieson displayed at the public
event at Walls Public Hall.

grandfather was at the building
““My
of the one in Walls. They blasted
it out of solid rock. I minded him
telling me about them blasting,
how deep it was and what size it
was when I was a bairn. It was a
substantial bit of a building under
the ground. 

GRAEME GEORGESON,
WALLS POST

GRAEME GEORGESON,
WALLS POST

 Display of textile samples from
each site with ultra-violet torches for
visitors to test the glow at the public
event, Dunrossness Public Hall.

”

”

 Each event included a slideshow

presentation. Christina Vaughan,
Gwen Jamieson, Bessie Barron and
Iris Sandison

”

was something we had to do. At times when you
““Itwere
down in a hole deep in the ground, it wasn’t so

 The idea to use the public events to help identify ROC

very pleasant; it was very cold. When there was a crisis of
any kind, we would have been on alert; and if there was
anything at all happening, we would have been called
out. We wouldn’t have known about it until it happened.
If you got that call you would drop everything, anything
at all that you were doing, and get ready and go. That’s
how it was. But thank God it never happened because it’s
a horrible thing.

volunteers in the old photographs came up in one of the
interviews. Six copies of old group photographs were
displayed at each event to collect names.

GWEN JAMIESON,
LERWICK AND WALLS POSTS

were all out in the Carnival,
““We
and the call came through that we

used to cut the grass, because
““We
you wanted it to look nice. The

had to go and man the Post. So
we just had to go and make for the
Post, all dressed up in our Carnival
regalia. It was kind of hilarious that
night.

bunker was always painted;
we painted it. It was a sort of
dark green. It was just pristine
because your instruments were
set up outside. It was clean inside
because you were staying down
there. You really had pride in how
it looked.

”
 Chris Ratter and Colin Ganson,

GLADYS LEASK,
LERWICK POST

ROC volunteers at the Lerwick
Post, public event at the Shetland
Museum and Archives

of the exercises, the big
““Most
exercises, were held usually from
the first thing Saturday morning
to the Sunday morning, about
a twenty four hour exercise.
Sometimes it was on a call-out
basis so you didn’t know exactly
when it would happen, just to
make it a little bit more realistic.

DONALD ROBERTSON,
SUMBURGH POST
AND OBSERVER OFFICER
FOR SHETLAND

 Each event brought new folk

together. Jen Hadfield and Robbie
Arthur, Shetland Museum and
Archives

”

”

KATHLEEN BALFOUR,
LERWICK & SUMBURGH
POSTS
used to have exercises for 24
““We
hours and maybe even longer.

”

Each team did maybe four or
six hours at a time in rotation.
The exercises were for the four
posts in Shetland, and I believe
all Aberdeenshire had the same
exercises. We all reported back
into the Ops Room in Aberdeen.

PETER BLANCE, VOE POST

”

had to leave your family and
““You
get to the Post. At that time the

Fixed Survey Meter (FSM) measured how much radiation there was. You
““The
had to keep your eye on that, it was either going up or down. You also had

boxes would be opened, and we
would use the proper instruments;
these were not in the Post all
the time. It was just the practice
instruments that were there. 

your BPI which was your Bomb Power Indicator. When a bomb went off it
gave you the pressure and the power of that bomb. Your GZI (Ground Zero
Indicator) was on the outside. It gave you a reading where that bomb had
dropped. An image would come on this photographic paper that was caused
by the flash of the nuclear weapon. That’s how we got an image that showed
whether it was a ground burst or an air burst. You’d close the hatch as soon as
you got out to take the reading and change the papers; you put those papers
facing you into a black bag so that no light got to them. Then you put your
new papers in, closed the lid and came down the hatch. If you had an outer
garment on that you were wearing outside, you would change that before you
came in to your ops room. 

”

KATHLEEN BALFOUR,
LERWICK & SUMBURGH
POSTS

would have used the maroons
““We
if there would have been an attack.
You would send off the maroon
to warn the people that radiation
was coming, and they had to stay
in, stay away from it the best they
could.

”

GWEN JAMIESON, LERWICK AND WALLS POSTS

”

GWEN JAMIESON,
LERWICK AND WALLS POSTS

all wore dosimeters just in
““We
case. If anything had happened we
would have had to go out of the
bunker, maybe to Spiggie or to St
Ninian’s Isle, because there would
have been an explosion there.
obviously hypothetical. We had
to go and assess the situation. We
would all have had dosimeters on,
and if we had actually come into
contact with radiation we would
check our individual dosimeter.” 

KATHLEEN BALFOUR, LERWICK
& SUMBURGH POSTS

 ROC volunteers at the Shetland Museum and Archives: Back row, left to right:

Mandy Hepburn, Arthur Grains, George Leslie, Jim Irvine, Magnus Henry, Lowrie
Robertson, Gillian Spanswick; Front row, left to right: Robbie Arthur, Donald
Robertson, Colin Ganson, Chris Ratter, Graeme Georgeson, Kathleen Balfour.
went to Aberdeen for group meetings which was a social gathering as well
““We
as training. We did training at summer camps down in England. Each year you

”

could go to a camp where we received training and visited other Ops Rooms
or other Posts. We were in Norfolk, Suffolk, Lincolnshire or Lancashire. There
were five camps over five different weeks, and it happened very often that the
same people went to the same week, and so we did meet up with the same
people year after year.

PETER BLANCE, VOE POST

”

 Volunteers

started to
seriously
collect
contact details
to finally
organise
a reunion.
Kathleen
Balfour and
Arthur Grains
gathering
names for an
ROC reunion

used to all meet up together in Shetland and learn
““We
about the equipment, but every so often we would go
down to Headquarters in Aberdeen. It was amazing to
see that great big board there because that’s where our
information was actually being plotted on this map.
Right from Shetland down to Orkney, right through
down to Aberdeen, they could see where the explosions
had happened, where the bombs had gone off, the wind
direction, how it was going to carry the nuclear fallout
and then report that right down the country. 

KATHLEEN BALFOUR,
LERWICK & SUMBURGH POSTS

also had a test once a year when
““We
I was in. We started off in 1960

uniform was very smart,
““The
because it was the Royal Air Force

with an aircraft recognition film
in the North Star Cinema, but that
petered out when they decided
that we were below ground and
couldn’t see any aircraft. So we did
a written test each year and got a
pass for that test.

uniform. You wore it with pride,
and you took care of it and dressed
smartly. Being a Chief Observer
I’d have to try and get the rest of
them to follow suit, cut their hair,
not wear dangly ear rings down
to your shoulder blades and that
kind of thing! You weren’t in your
dress uniform when you were in
the post; you had your working
uniform on. That was different;
it was like a boiler suit, a khaki
colour. 

”

PETER BLANCE, VOE POST
we were at Sumburgh Post
““When
we used to meet at the local hotel.
We didn’t actually go down into
the bunker all the time. We met
every month just to keep up to
date. Donald Robertson was in
charge of our Post, and he would
tell us of anything coming off, if
there was an exercise coming up
and what duties we would have
to do.

”

”

GWEN JAMIESON, LERWICK
AND WALLS POSTS
 At the public events ROC

”

KATHLEEN BALFOUR,
LERWICK & SUMBURGH POSTS

uniforms were loaned for display by
Colin Ganson and Margaret Fraser
whose husband, Alex Fraser, was
the Shetland Observer Officer for
many years. The Red Spitfire Badge
was awarded after five successful
“master passes”.

first uniform was the old,
““The
heavy, blanket stuff; heavy hairy
stuff; blue. And then we got the Nº
2 RAF uniform. It was very thin, and
there was no body in it.

ROBBIE ARTHUR, WALLS POST

”

 The excerpts from the interviews

were organised into eight different
themes for four “listening stations” at
the public events.

 ROC volunteers George Leslie, Jim Irvine, Donald Robertson and Magnus

Henry at the Dunrossness Public Hall, the first public event. They proposed the
idea that at each subsequent event ROC volunteers were asked to come along
to the final one in Lerwick.

can mind doing some of those
““Iexercises
in winter, and we took

went away on the boat, were
““We
picked up in Aberdeen with a

sleeping bags down with us. We
just really did the whole exercise
in a sleeping bag with a Fair
Isle jumper underneath. It was
freezing. There was no heating;
it was cold as a kirk yard. It was
seriously cold.

minibus and were taken up to
Kinloss. We had this flight on a
Shackleton. It was quite exciting.
It was just a short flight but it was
quite exciting for us. 

”

GRAEME GEORGESON,
WALLS POST

”

PETER BLANCE, VOE POST
a few occasions Graeme’s
““On
father used to drop a flask of soup
down for us which his mom,
Annie, very kindly made. 

CHRISTINA VAUGHAN,
WALLS POST

GEORGE LESLIE,
SUMBURGH POST

 Anas Nfaou and Naomi Gear, Voe

Public Hall

had what they called Tommy
““We
cookers. There was this stuff

““

Well we had emergency rations if
we were locked down, and that
emergency rations was renewed
from time to time to keep it edible.
We never had to use it in anger, as
you might say.

”

”

you’re hungry you’d eat
““When
anything. The oatmeal biscuits

you had to light; it was like a gel.
Then you would get the pot on
top and make this stew. We had
packets of biscuits and packets
of cheese. It was better to take a
sandwich I must admit, but you
were expected to eat these rations
because they were given to you.
That’s what you would have had
to eat if it had ever come to pass
that something major did happen. 

”

KATHLEEN BALFOUR,
LERWICK & SUMBURGH POSTS

were fantastically hard pressed.
You would just break a piece off
and have it lie in your mouth for a
half hour. You sucked it like a hard
boiled sweetie. And there were
boiled sweeties in some of the
tins, sugar and dried milk; tea and
coffee and that. It was all in little
steel tins and sealed and stamped
on the top with what the contents
was. They used to be in a box, a
rations box.

”

ROBBIE ARTHUR, WALLS POST
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